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MAXIMIZING RESULTS FOR HIGH IMPACT 
AND LESS EFFECTIVE TV AD CAMPAIGNS

Advertisers conduct all sorts of research on their TV ad campaigns; some involve pretests of
proposed brand positioning claims and commercial execution, while others track ad
awareness, sales gains and commercial wearout, once their media buys generate sufficient
consumer ad exposures. Of all the prospective campaigns that are pretested, perhaps 3-5%
can be said to perform very successfully, while an equal proportion fall at the opposite
extreme and are abject failures. The other 90% or so of the commercials running on network
TV (on-air and cable) at any given point in time are above-par, average and sub-par
campaigns.  

Some interesting insights can be gleaned by examining these gradations in ad campaigns.
The accompanying table presents a synthesis of typical research findings for five levels of TV
advertising performance. Taking the pretesting phase, very successful campaigns often
attain ad recall scores as high as 45%, with up to half of those who remembered a single
telecast exposure able to play back key selling points from the commercial. About 10-13% of
the viewers queried (usually a key demographic segment or current product users) will
indicate some sort of attitude shift in favor of the advertised brand. Once a very successful
campaign appears on national TV, it develops ad awareness (“Have you seen any ads for
Brand X in the past month?”) very rapidly. After only 500 GRPs are attained, it is not
unusual for 40-50% of the marketer’s consumer target (or user) base to be aware of her
advertising; as successive doses of GRPs are layered on, awareness rises, albeit at a
diminishing rate, towards the 60-70% mark. Commercial wearout, as reflected by recall
tests, is also minimal for very successful ad campaigns, although there is some attrition as
ad exposures are repeated with higher and higher frequency. Finally, there are the sales
effects, which often show 3-5% market-share gains among those exposed to the ad campaign.
For most brands in established product categories, such results are to die for.  

The statistics change when we examine average or less successful ad campaigns. As the
recall and attitude changing prowess of these commercials decline, so too does their ability
to produce ad awareness at varying GRP levels. In addition, less successful campaigns suffer
from greater wearout while they are in progress, and sales/market-share gains diminish to
the point where bad ads actually cause negative results. Most consumers ignore these
attempts to woo them, but some are so turned off by the lousy advertising that they become
susceptible to rival promotional enticements and defect to a competitor’s brand. 

It goes without saying that ineffective ad campaigns are short lived. Relatively few ever get
to the 5,000 GRP level before being pulled in favor of newer and, hopefully, better
approaches. Nevertheless, the distinctions between successful, average and sub-par
campaigns remain significant, and are pregnant with implications for the media planner. 
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There is a tendency among media strategists to jump on formulaic bandwagons, which, at face
value, seem to offer a sophisticated approach to the application of media weight and
scheduling. In the 1970s and 1980s, the so-called effective frequency concept was in vogue,
and many media plans adopted the core idea—that maximum reach attainment at a
presumed effective frequency level took precedence—regardless of the specific characteristics
of their brand’s ad campaigns and the many other variables that were involved. In the mid-
1990s, the so-called “recency” scheduling idea supplanted effective frequency by advocating
the opposite concept. Recency proponents contend that a single exposure is adequate to make
a sale, and they claim that striving to attain as much reach as you can afford on an every-
week basis, with as little redundant frequency as possible, gives better results. 

Whether this new panacea actually benefits the advertiser remains to be documented;
however, recency has been adopted, at least by some planners, as the “correct” way to look
at media scheduling, regardless of the actual situation prevailing in their product category
or the specific thrust of their own ad campaigns.

Eschewing this approach, we suggest that issues like reach or frequency and the attendant
continuity aspects should be decided more flexibly, based on real world (brand-specific)
marketing considerations. For example, if one’s  campaign is one of the fortunate few that
are well above average in communicative capabilities and persuasiveness, it seems
admirably suited to a high reach, low frequency scheduling strategy. The logic is simple: why
does one need a lot of frequency to pound home the ad’s point when most viewers get it after
a single exposure? 

A mitigating factor might be the competitive situation the brand faces. If it is the category
leader by a wide margin and can get away with a much lower advertising-to-sales ratio than
lesser labels, it might opt for a number of high reach flights and coast through its hiatus
periods—perhaps buoyed by price-off promotions—without concern for competitive inroads.
If, however, it is a hindrunner that has lucked out by fashioning an unusually effective ad
campaign, it may be better served by continuously jabbing away at the leaders, albeit with
reduced reach per week. 

When a brand’s campaign falls into the average impact category, a more complicated set of
considerations must be evaluated. Say it’s the beginning of a new and highly competitive
campaign, designed to get people to switch labels. If the product category is one that is highly
“elastic” in nature, with a tendency to respond readily to bare knuckle Brand A versus Brand
B brawling initiatives, an aggressive “I’m better, try me” campaign might be more effective
by “shadowing” its rivals’ ad schedules, presenting an instant rebuttal to consumers who are
heavily exposed to the leading brand’s “rah rah for me” ads. Or, if the “I’m better, try me”
commercials require a bit of a push to be convincing, some form of impact scheduling
(running two messages in the same program segment or even in the same commercial break)
might be a better idea than the recency approach, which ignores the competitive effect in
favor of maximizing reach and minimizing frequency.  
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There are endless ways one can come up with brand-specific media planning ideas that feed
off the inherent nature of an ad campaign, the competitive situation in its category, and other
variables such as purchase cycles, brand loyalty factors, budget constraints, promotional tie-
ins, etc. A good starting point for the planner is to do away with the general theories
discussed above, and check out what is known about his product category and, within that
context, his brand. Once this background is outlined, it is vital to observe how the new
campaign is being developed, what assumptions are crucial to its design, how readily the
“creatives” imagine their ads will communicate, and so on. And, of course, all of the
pretesting research, plus prior evidence from past campaigns should be studied. From this
may come some relevant insights about targeting, timing, scheduling, reach and frequency
configurations or media mixes that anticipate payout, such as a certain level of ad awareness
to be attained within a certain time frame. Without such marketing involvement, the media
planner inevitably falls back on formulaic solutions that, as a rule, are dictated more by
budget size than sound practice.
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HOW GRADATIONS OF SUCCESSFUL TV 
AD CAMPAIGNS COMPARE ON VARIOUS 

COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE SCALES

I. Pre-Campaign Testing

Recall Of Comm’l. 40-45% 30-35% 18-24% 12-16% 5-8%

Verified Feedback 
Of Comm’l. 18-20 10-15 6-9 2-4 0-2

Pre-/Post-Exposure
Attitude Change 10-13 6-9 4-6 0-2 –1- –4

II. During Campaign

Ad Awareness After:

500 GRPs 48 39 28 18 14

1000 GRPs 58 48 35 25 19

3000 GRPs 63 54 43 28 22

5000 GRPs 67 58 46 30 24

Comm’l. Recall Wearout After:

500 GRPs 0 3 6 8 12

1000 GRPs 4 7 11 14 19

3000 GRPs 6 10 15 17 25

5000 GRPs 8 13 18 21 30

Sales Effects After Comm’l. Exposure

Net SOM Gain1 4 2 .5 0 –.3

Note: Beyond the next purchase occasion, there is strong attrition in these share of market (SOM) gains due to memory decay,
the effects of competitive ad campaigns/promotions, etc.

1On next purchase occasion after exposure per commercial viewer.

Source: Media Dynamics, Inc.

VERY ABOVE ABOUT DISAP- TOTAL
SUCCESSFUL PAR AVERAGE POINTING FAILURE
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